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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a definite rise in the
numbers of poets who have extended their writing
interests and working methods into performance, rather
than keeping to the ‘page poetry’ of meditation, or
poems of love, faith, social commentary and so on. Much
of this writing has been with comedy-poetry crossover in
mind. But there has been very little in print which might
supply some guidance and advice.
My involvement in organising poetry events, and in
giving readings, has taught me that most failure in
performance is due to delivery and preparation rather
than to the actual poetic material being read. It has also
become clear that the audience for poetry readings is
growing (and changing) and that it is no longer
satisfactory to stand up and read poems, expecting no
audience rapport or interplay.
For these reasons, it seemed necessary to make a start
and write something that will help you if you have
picked up this book out of curiosity. We live in an age
when poetry is no longer a part of that Romantic image
of the lonely writer of genius in a garret. Performing
poetry has become a central part of the comedy, mass
media and literature scene, easily observed at any
literature festival, book week or arts fair. It is an art form
that is also making space for itself on radio, too. Popular
programmes such as Stanza and Poetry Please on Radio 4
indicate the diversity of subjects and approaches possible
to anyone interested in writing poetry for performance.
7

This book will provide you with advice on the special
kind of writing needed here, details of organisational
ability needed and techniques of improving delivery and
voice projection. The idea behind this is that you may be
led to consider extending your range if you are already a
well-established poet, or that, if you are a beginner, this
may be a short introduction to what is surely one of the
most exciting developments in poetry in recent times.
As I write this, I note that on radio this week is (a) a
series of readings of poems specifically written for radio
by Peter Reading, Kathleen Jamie and Tom Paulin;
Murray Lachlan Young has performed on the Paul Ross
Show, The Guardian has printed a long feature on poetry
bohemia, and my Artscene diary for Yorkshire events
features no fewer than twelve poetry events in clubs,
pubs and arts centres.
Stephen Wade
2007
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